
Participation form
I, the undersigned

NAME____________________________________________________________________________________

SURNAME_________________________________________________________________________________

Address__________________________________________________________________________________

Zip __________  City__________________________________________________ Country_____________

Date of birth____/____/_______ Phone______________________________________________________

e-mail address (Please insert your e-mail address in CAPITAL letters, one letter for each box) 

participating in micro²declare i have read and approved the policy of the 

initiative, available at page http://www.microbo.net/pdf/micro2_eng2010.pdf

I’m a member of the free social network I♥Art, where I published my curriculum and materials  

about my art activities and my personal page is:

http://microbo.wackwall.com/users/________________________________________________________

I release my work under creative commons license cc by-nc-sa and could be published online 
and in paper format 

Date ____/____/2010    Signature______________________________________________

 

http://www.microbo.net/pdf/micro2_ita2010.pdf
http://www.microbo.net/pdf/micro2_ita2010.pdf
http://microbo.wackwall.com/users/________________________________________________________
http://microbo.wackwall.com/users/________________________________________________________


Call for artists 
[ENG] microbo.net invites you to participate in micro², a traveling exhibition which 
microbo.net will realise in the next months to promote the activities of emerging artists. * 
Micro2: communicate, express themselves and tell ... *  The initiative is open to any subject, 
for all artists, as those working with visual arts, poetry, writing etc. * The only requirement is 
the format, "Micro", in fact, exactly 5x5 cm. (1.97x1.97 inches) without any frame * The 
technical implementation is free. * Between all works received microbo.net will make a 
rotating selection to expose in the various places where the initiative will take place. Also all 
works submitted will be published on our website in a appropriate section. * Participating in 
micro²  is free. * Works must be sent in original (photocopies will not be accepted, but only 
works in the original) by 15th December 2010, accompanied by the label that will be 
applied behind the work, filled and signed. You can participate with just one work. To 
participate in micro²  membership to our social network http://microbo.wackwall.com is 
required * Each participant is responsible for the content of her/his work. * The 
organization, while ensuring care for the duration of the exhibition, declines any 
responsibility for theft, loss or other events not predictable. * Please, send your work by mail 
at: microbo.net - Corso San Gottardo 20 - 20136 Milano (Italy)  indicating on the envelope 
micro². * Works will not be returned. * Participating the initiative constitutes acceptance of 
the present regulations. * microbo.net believes in freedom of ideas and expressions that 
generate creativity and culture. We ask you to respect everybody and not to offend someone 
with your work (penalty will be the exclusion from the competition). * For more information, 
please contact: micro2@microbo.net

  Label to be applied behind the work 
 to indicate the high
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